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Chemistry Student
Presents Research
By P. A. PAIRS
Thomas Pettus wore shorts
and T-shirts to his job last
summer, but he wasn't at the
beach or golf course.
Pettus. who Is a Junior
chemistry major at Longwood
College, worked 10 to 14
hours a day all summer in a
Virginia Tech chemistry lab.
doing graduate level research
under the direction of Dr.
Tomas Hudlicky. a leading
natural product chemist.
Dr. Maurice Maxwell, associate professor of chemistry
at Longwood. helped Pettus
arrange
his
research
assistant position. Part ol
Longwood's chemistry program Is "to encourage ana
assist our students in finding
professional placements during summer vacations." Dr.
Maxwell said.
On Nov. 9. Pettus had the
opportunity to present a paper on his research at the regional American Chemical
Society meeting in Atlanta.
Dr. Maxwell. Dr. Hudlicky

President-Elect
Hudson Inaugurates
Tomorrow

Photo crudU: R Bruc* Ganlt

By J. R. REEVES
E. Andrew Hudson will
take the oath of office as the
next SGA President of the
Longwood Student Government on Wednesday evening
at a special SGA dinner.
Hudson isn't, however,
waiting to be sworn in to start
to work for Longwood. He has
already held meetings with
campus officials to discuss
plans for Longwood's future.
"I will encourage the members of the SGA Senate to set
realistic goals for the upcoming year. Our top priority
TOM PETTUS
will be to continue to work for
and graduate students the students." Hudson stated.
working for him also He feels the college commupresented research findings.
nity is ready to move forward
"They told me I'd know for and to work together. "All the
SGA President-elect Hudson accepts the gavel from
sure about going into chem- people I've talked with have outgoing President Ricky Otey.
istry after I worked In a debeen very willing to unite and
manding lab like Hudlicky's.
work for the good of the colthat I'd either love it or hate it
lege. We must move quickly to
(Continued on Page 3)
Insure a smooth and organized transition. We don't
want to lose any steam."
Hudson
won
the
presidency during the
November election which had
the largest voter turnout In
recent history. He has served
to be specific when deterduring the past year as
mining why highway fataliResident Life chair and served
ties over any given period
as public relations director
fluctuate one year to the
during Ricky Otey's first term.
next." he said, "but when it
"I've known and worked
rains or snows, we generally
closely with Ricky for two
have more crashes but fewer
years. I hope I've learned
fatalities. Apparently,
something about how to bring
motorists are driving at
people together and how to
slower speeds and. therefore,
get results."
the crashes are not as severe."
Otey says his tenure as
Participating in Operation
president has been very reCARE, a national program to
warding. "It was and is a
reduce crashes over major
great time to be a leader at
holiday programs. State Po(Continued on Page 3)
lice assisted 2.579 stranded or
otherwise distressed motorists during the holiday.
Troopers also Issued 3,656
summons for speeding, 1.390
for exceeding the 65-mile per
hour speed limit. Total arrests for 5.621 also included
676 for reckless driving. 157
driving drunk, 200 for safety
belt violations and 932 for
Sherman Langhorne trims the Longwood Christmas
other hazardous violations. tree last Wednesday in the Rotunda.
I

Eight Lose Their
Lives on Highways
RICHMOND - The Virginia
State Police said today that
preliminary reports indicate
eight persons lost their lives
on the state's highways
during
this
year's
Thanksgiving Day holiday
period compared to 17 during
a similar period last year.
Deaths which occur within 30
days as a result of a motor
vehicle crash during the
holiday period will add to the
total.
Of the eight fatalities reported. State Police say three
occurred In alcohol-related
crashes. One of the eight was a
pedestrian and only two of
the other seven were using
safety belts.
Colonel RL. Suthard. State
Police Superintendent, noted
that the weather could have
been a major factor in the
fewer deaths recorded this
year. "It's extremely difficult

FARMVILLE, VA.
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The Time Is
Right To Sell

ApQ

Initiates

ByAMYBAAR
Although the college student Is extremely busy during
exams, this Is also a hectic
time for the Longwood College
Bookstore.
Exam week Is when the
Bookstore has Its major book
buy back. The books are
bought back at one-half of Its
list price. The bookstore then
resells the book at threefourths Its list price. These
standards are followed only if
the book is to be used the next
semester.
A reminder to the student:
no books will be bought back
during the book rush at the
beginning of the semester.
The buy back is a great way to
get rid of your books at a fair
price.

Campus-wide
Christmas Service
By BETH LORD
Everyone is invited to the
second annual Campus Candlelight Christmas Service of
Lessons and Carols to be held
at the Farmville United
Methodist Church at 10:30
p.m. on Friday. December 9.
The service will be led by Students of Longwood and Hampden-Sydney and should be

an exciting and uplifting experience. Last year 135 people
attended. This event is sponsored by the Longwood Campus Ministers in cooperation
with the Inter-Religious
Council.
The Baptist Student Union
would also like to wish everyone a great break and a Joyous
Christmas season.

By DONNA L. FERRIER
On November 11, 1988.
Alpha Phi Omega, the
National Service Fraternity,
proudly initiated seven new
members.
Congratulations to Diane
Colson, Kim Harris, Kim
Jones, Rene Klamans. Kalli
Lucas, Shelley Malone. and
Kim Selvers. Throughout their
pledge period, these new
members have exemplified
Alpha Phi Omega's cardinal
principles — Leadership.
Friendship, and Service.
After the initiation ceremony, the brothers and initiates at dinner together In
French Lounge, where
Pledgemaster Suzanne Johnson presented awards to the
new members for outstanding
achievements during their
pledge periods. The awards
were presented as follows: Diane Colson - Most Service
Hours: Kim Harris - Highest
Pledge Quiz Average: Kim
Jones - Most Dependable;
Lisa Jones - Best Pledgebook;
Rene Klamans - Most
Enthusiastic: Kalli Lucas Best Leadership: Shelley
Malone - Most Optimistic;
Kim Selvers - Most Improved
Leadership.
Congratulations to all of
APO's new members!
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Psych Club Raquetball
Tournament
By STEVE WILSON
On Saturday. November
19, the Psychology club
sponsored the first ever
raquetball tournament here
at Longwood. The tournament
took place In the newly
remodeled French Gym.
Eighteen participants took
their best shots In this all day
event.
Trophies were awarded to
the first, second and third
place winners in both the
men's and women's division.
Dr. Robert Berry, business
professor here at Longwood.
was the first place winner in

the men's division. He was
also the only faculty member
to enter the contest. Second
place went to Gary Insley and
the third place winner was
Jimmy Bates.
In the women's division
trophies were given to Laurie
McKean; first place. Llbby
Pletcher; second place and
Linda Swee; third place.
John Parson, president
and coordinator for the event
said. "We would like to thank
everyone who participated in
the tourney and we are looking forward to a larger tournament next year."

Two students put themselves to the test st the first
annual Psychology Club Raquetball Tournament.

Campus
Candlelight
Christmas
Service of Lessons & Carols

Friday, December 9
10:30 P.M.
FARMVILLE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
High Street — Across From The Rotunda
SPONSORED BY THE LONGWOOD HAMPDEN SYDNEY CAMPUS MINISTERS
AND THE INTER RELIGIOUS COUNCIL.

Photo
Phrtn Credit: Laurie*
Laitrlce McKean
,
and
Ubby PUtcher
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Discussing The
Honor System
By ANGELA KAUSSOGLOV
"Did you see those two
guys cheating in class today?"
Yea. so what else is new?"
"No kidding! 1 don't know
why we even have the Honor
Code. No one abides by it
anyway."
How many times have you
heard this conversation before? Many I'm sure. Well, no
matter how much people
bitch about the Honor Code
to their friends, most
students feel that Longwood
does need the Honor Code.
This point was proven last
year when the members of the
Honor Board agreed to resign
their positions if the student
body decided to toss out the
Honor Code. A vote was taken
and out of 1300 voters, a
mere 43 wanted to do away
with the Honor Code. Majority
rules . . . Honor Code stays!
Honor Board Chair Person.
Patrice Landers, claims "If
Longwood threw out the
Honor System, the publicity
would reach other schools,
and more importantly, (reach)
possible future employers. No
one hires a person with a
degree that isn't worth the
paper it's written on. Without
an Honor System, that degree
could have been acquired
through stealing, lying, and
cheating."

This past week. Nov. 28Dec. 2, was Honor Awareness
Week. Members of the Honor
Board set up daily lectures
that talked about different
aspects of the Honor System
such as "How to Avoid Plagiarism" and "Codes of Ethics
For Professional". One of the
most interesting lectures consisted of an open forum to
discuss the recommended
change of the "third phrase"
of the Pledge of Honor. The
part of the pledge that says. "I
have neither given nor received help on this work nor
am I aware of any infraction
of the Honor Code," could be
changed to, "I have neither
given nor received help on
this work and should I become aware of an infraction of
the Honor Code I will report it
to the Honor Board." A vote,
held on Dec. 2. will confirm
whether or not the Honor
Pledge will change and the
result should be published in
this same issue of The Rotunda.
Remember that the Honor
System protects us. As Rudy
Hull puts it. "Honor is a Reflection of One's Inner Self." I
say we make sure that reflection isn't shattered!

OWE
Hudson
(Continued from Page 1)
Longwood. I think we've
added a lot of credibility to
our organization. We have a
long list of tangible
accomplishments to boast
about, but the real success
has been in our ability to
move forward without
alienating anyone."
When asked what he
thought of his successor,
Otey replied, "I think Drew
has the potential to be a great
president. He's got good
people to work with, a good
environment to work in, and
the best people in the world to
work for. I think he'll do
super."
Hudson closed the discussion by appealing to the students. "The students will be
the ones that make the organization successful. My Job is
to work for you in any way I
can. If there Is anything you
think I should know, please
tell me!!"
That's the attitude it takes
to be president.

Page 3

Honor Awareness Week
Mixed Results
By PATRICE LANDERS
Chairman of Honor Board
Friday. December 2 was
the last day of Honor Awareness Week. A student vote
was taken to determine if the
Pledge of Honor would change
from its current reading to "I
have neither given nor re-

ceived help on this work, and
should I become aware of any
infraction I will report it to the
Honor Board."
Last semester a committee
was formed to deal with the
issue of the third phrase. The
committee decided to recommend the phrase in order to

strengthen the Pledge of
Honor. As stated now. the
Pledge of Honor has remained
unchanged since the formation of the Honor System.
The student vote on Friday
resulted in a majority of students voting to keep the current Pledge of Honor. Some
students felt very strongly to
keep with tradition while
others felt as it states now
covers all issues concerned.
So. the Pledge of Honor
does not change, but may remain a topic for discussion.
Any suggestions, comments or concerns may be
sent to Box 1153.

Patrice Landers, Chairman of the Honor Board,
(center) discusses addition to Honor Code.

Merry Christmas!

The most

Pettus
(Continued from Page 1)
by August." Pettus said.
"August came, and I was still
hanging in there."
He was Involved In an intricate 12-step synthesis of
the natural product Zeylena.
"Zeylena comes from the
roots of a mushroom," Pettus
said. "Its structural relation
to cyclohexeneoxldes. compounds known to have biological activity with medical
applications, generated Dr.
Hudlicky's Interest in its total
synthesis."
According to Pettus. "the
most Important aspect of this
work was to discover and develop new techniques while
synthesizing Zeylena. These
chemical processes may be
useful to chemists working
with other systems. That's
why we presented our work in
Atlanta."
At Longwood. Pettus is
continuing his investigation of
Zeylena as an independent
study project under Dr.
Maxwell's direction.
He also works with Dr.
Maxwell as an editor of Synthetic Pathways, which is "a
collection of structural abstracts representing the most
important organic chemistry
found in the monthly research Journals." Pettus said.

youve
ever had
in the dark.
Night skiing at Wintergreen.
Wc* invite you to spend an unforgettable night at Wintergreen.
On top of our mountain, you'll find five sk ipes, lit, ready and
waiting for your skiing pleasure And they stay < >pen until < HIT
11 p.m. closing time
So come early and stay late.
Because along with the best snowmaking equipment in the
Mid-Atlantic, you'll find great food and great entertainment
Wintergreen Just 43 miles southwest afCharlotteSVille
For thrill after thrill in the dark
Par overnight reservations, call I HIM 325 220Q For the latest ski
report, call 1 804-325-SNOW

•2 Wintergreen
For special discounts see your campus representative.
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On Crime
By BRUCE GANTT

On Tuesday night the
Colonnades Hall Council
sponsored a discussion on
vandalism, security and rape.
Sgt. Rhodes from campus police was on hand to give crime
prevention tips and discuss
rape
crisis
services.
Colonnades residents were

BY RICKY L. OTEY

valuables unattended. He also
mentioned many intruders
gain entrance to buildings
because of students propping
doors open after they have
been locked by campus
police. This has been one of
the biggest security problems
on the campus. If students
see other problems with

YOU could have^^
BEEN
>$3

PLEASE
secure your
property

EMERGENCY 321
given a brief self defense
demonstration and were given
a pamplet on Select Virginia
law and a fact sheet for
sexual assault victims. Sgt.
Rhodes pointed out that most
crime on campus is simple
theft that happens because
students don't lock their
doors. Faculty members have
also been victims of theft because many of them do not
lock their offices or leave

security in their buildings, or
have ideas on how to improve
it. they should talk to their R.
A. or R.E.C. Information
about crime prevention can
be attained from campus
police as well as a video tape
on date rape. In the
meantime play it safe and
lock your doors. Or else you
might end up seeing one of
these cards, or worse.
»'MV»

I want to take this time to
say thank you to all the people of the Longwood Community that have made serving
as SGA President so rewarding. There is no way I can express how grateful I am to all
of you. All of you. the Board
of Visitors, the college President, the Administrators, the
students and faculty have
been very open and willing to
work together.
Have we accomplished
anything? That's not for me to
answer. I can say that I've
seen this college on the move.
I've seen us move from a
position of separation and
division to a position of
cooperation and unity. Our
goal wasn't to change the
world. Our goal was simply to
make things a little better for
those that shall come after
us.

If there is any observation
to make about students of
Longwood it would be that for
some reason you don't think
you're as good as other students in Virginia. I've seen
and worked with students
from other schools and I
know we're good. WE'RE
VERY GOOD. Don't sell
yourself short. Whatever you
want in life. Longwood can
supply you with that
opportunity as much as any
college. It's the effort you put
forth that makes the
difference.
I think Drew Hudson will
make us an excellent SGA
President. He will, however,
only be as good as you make
him. We must support him.
encourage him and challenge
him. There'll be times when
he'll be questioned from ever
side. He'll not know which

question is more important
than the other. There'll be
questions with no easy clear
cut answer. Be patient and
understanding with him. It's
a tough job. Sometimes, it really does seem like its you
against the world and the
world is far ahead. In those
times, he needs our encouragement. He is our leader.
As for me. I've given you
the very best that I could. I
haven't always been right or
wrong, but I have always
cared. I've worked for you.
struggled for you. fought for
you. cried for you and prayed
for you. My work and energy
wasn't for this physical structure we call Longwood. My
work and love is for you. the
real Longwood. THE STU-
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Thanks for everything and
God bless all of you.

Teaching Positions Offered
By BURNELLA GILBERT

On Thursday, December 1.
1988, after having received a
two day orientation to Chesapeake Public Schools and to
the city of Chesapeake. 6 of
Longwood's seniors were offered teaching positions in
Chesapeake. From the Department of English. Philosophy and Languages English
Major. Kim Talley and Mod-

gffiWg;

ern Language Major. Burnella
Gilbert were offered Job contracts. Early Education Majors. Carolyn Espigh. Kelly
Insley. Danita Hale and Joy
Shelton were also offered
contracts.
These students were
offered teaching positions
through Chesapeake's Early
Career Commitment Program.
This program, founded in
1984. represents an effort by
Chesapeake to maintain instructional excellence through
early identification and
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— FREE —
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All services confidential.
Same day results.
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CENTER
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employment of the "cream of
the crop" in its rapidly
progressing school system
and city. (Students selected
for this program possess at
least a 3.0 grade point
average and were among
those identified by their
professors as having the
greatest
potential for
success). One of the most
important benefits for the
students selected is assurance of jobs after graduation.
At least 5 Longwood stu(Continued on Page 5)
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BOOKSTORE AREA
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9:00AM - 4:30PM
SAT, DEC 10
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0:00AM - 4:30PM
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II GREEK AFFAIRS
Alpha Sig's Renovate
Chapter Room
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ByAMYBAAR
The Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity has been in the process of remodeling their
chapter room located on first
floor Frazer.
Previously, the chapter
room belonged to the Alpha
Chi Rho Fraternity. When the
AXP's moved to the basement
of Main Cunningham, the
Alpha Sig's moved into the
chapter room. The same carpet had been in the chapter
room for as long as any of the
Alpha Sig brothers could remember. For anyone who has
ever been to a fraternity

f

TKE s:
Passing the Buck
By VICKY OWLES

party, the age of a carpet
cannot be overlooked. In fact,
the first major improvement
to the chapter room was to
tear up the carpet and install
a black and white checkered
tile floor. This change by itself
greatly improved the attractiveness of the room.
Other improvements include: patching the leaky roof,
painting walls and ceilings,
installing black Venetian
blinds, painting the molding
black, getting new doors and
painting the Alpha Sigma Phi
emblem on them, and re-

placing old radiators. Also,
the DJ booth will be painted,
and a new stereo system will
be Installed.
Another major improvement that the brothers are
requesting is an expansion ol
the chapter room. Although
the expansion has not yet
been approved, the brothers
are enthusiastic about improving their chapter room in
every way possible. The Fraternity is hoping to finish the
remodeling before Christmas
Break.
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On December 1. the broth- Gurney Push. The gurney
s of Tau Kappa Epsilon push began at 5:00 that
presented the United Way of Saturday morning and ended
Prince Edward County with a at the beginning of the
check for $1,800.
parade. All of the brothers
The check was presented and associate members
by the president of Tau Kappa helped out in this event.
Epsilon, John Winston and
Through the generous
Philanthropy chairman, Eric contributions from the restSanders. The president of the dents of Farmville and the
United Way of Prince Edward college students the United
County. Tom Baynham ac- Way will be able to distribute
cepted the check along with the money to the volunteer
Frances Huddleston.
fire departments. DAY. the
The TKE's raised this ?oy Scouts and people In
money on Oktoberfest week- farmvllle who nccd ass,s"
e
end with their Third Annual
"

er
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GALLERY
Historical Notes

Longwood
During The
Civil War
By CHERYL JEFFREY
"Harper's Weekly Magazine." July 10. 1909. contains
an article written by Mrs.
Lynn Williamson. She gives
her account as Minnie Harrison, a thirteen year old student at Farmville Female
College. When the armies of
General Lee and General
Grant marched through Farmville, there were eighty students at the college. Although
it was not expected that the
war would move in that
direction, some of the last
days of the war were in Farmville. The Battle of Saylers
Creek was on April 6th. 1865.
The armies were then
retreating
toward the
college. At that time, college
operations came to a halt.
The students watched
starving southern soldiers
pass by the school that night.

Math Students Win
Contest
By DAN HAULK

Eleven students were honored recently for winning
prizes in the fourth annual
Mathematics Contest, sponsored by the Mathematics
and Computer Science
department.
In level II — calculus and
above — first prize went to

A few soldiers stopped briefly
to talk to students who were
friends or relatives.
When the girls heard of
Lee's surrender, they realized
that they were also in an endangering condition. There
was not enough food or
money to provide for them.
Grant soon came to the aid
of the students. He sent an
officer to the college to give
the orders that each student
was allowed to return home
with out
a
fee
for
transportation. Within a few
minutes, many of the girls
were riding home on a wagon
train.
The period after the Civil
War created even more instability at the college. Finally in
1873. the college was purchased by the Methodists.

BETSY'S GIFTS
OFF ALL STORE
6 MERCHANDISE

20°/c

ORNAMENTS •MINIATURES •GIFTS
• WREATHS •PICTURES
• POTPOURRI

AND MORE!

(Continued from Page 4)
dents plan to accept employment with Chesapeake
Schools. Among the many
other colleges and universities
that participated in this
program were The College of
William and Mary. James
Madison University. The
University of Virginia and
North Carolina A & T Univer- ^5
sity.

Allen Fountain, second prize
to Kim Walker and third prize
to Kay Guiding. Lori Lambert
and Sharon Bryant also were
prize winners.
In level I - below calculus
— first prize went to Robin
Anderson, second prize to
Robin Kline and third prize to
Kimberly Townsend. Kimberly

Keatts and Cherie Rabern
were prize winners, and
Becky Meeks was a special
prize winner.
Prizes include certificates,
plaques and. for those who
place in the top three, cash
awards ranging from $25 to
$75. The awards were presented Nov. 10.
Dr. Jean Noone. Dr. Kouok
Law and Dr. John Arehart are
involved in the contest.

MANY BEAUTIFUL
GIFT IDEAS UNDER $10.00

FREE...

£

LONGWOOD BEAR MAGNET
WITH EVERY $5.00 PURCHASE!
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Box 1133
Longwood College
FarmvUle. Va. 23901
Editor-in-chief
Matt Peterman
New* Editor

'Librel' Takes Top
Senate Post

Features Editor
Michelle Meehan
Greek Affairs Editor
Chet Ann

Last Tuesday Senate Democrats elevated Sen. George
Mitchell of Maine to the prominent position of Senate Majority
Leader. The prediction that a liberal Northeasterner could not
be elected to the post after the Dukakis defeat proved false.
Democrats sent a strong signal that they wanted a fresh
face, expressing relief that the untelegenic and peevish Sen.
Robert Byrd (WVA). who has held the post since 1976 kindly
did not run again. Had he done so, he would have most
probably been defeated.
Mitchell, 56. is expected to rally behind the concerns of
his fellow Democratic Senators. How will this affect the Senate's relationship with the President-Elect George Bush?
Though It would seem that this liberal majority leader would
hamper the efforts of the Bush Administration — the effect is
quite opposite.
Presldent-Elect Bush, who is leaning more moderate
than conservative should be able to put most of his legislation
through with Mitchell at the helm, conservative Democrats are
seen likely to break ranks with their party and support many
issues praised by Republicans.

Photography Editor
R. Bruce Gantt
Sesquicentennial Editor
Cheryl Jeffrey
Sports Editor
Steve Evans
Business Manager
TimOliva
Advertising Manager
Susan Miller
Special Assistant
Cathy Gaughran

This is the last issue of
The Rotunda for this year.
The next paper will come out
January 23, 1989.

Faculty Advisor
William C. Woods

ROTUNDA
POLICY

MLETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Senior Reflects
On Longwood
Editor.
As a senior who Is approaching graduation quite
soon, I am spending a lot of
time reflecting back over my
years at Longwood.
For Hie most part, It has
been a very positive experience for me. I am NOT the
same person I was when I
came here. I have attained

quite a bit of knowledge from
my classroom work and
studies, but more than
anything I have learned a
great deal about myself and
people.
Longwood has a wonderful
academic program, but above
this is its excellent student
(ConUnued on Page 10)

Patrick Henry
Wrongfully Depicted
To Hie Editor
After viewing Lockwood's
play. Patrick Henry A Musical I felt pushed out of my devotion and closeness to
Patrick Henry and to historical accuracy to try to set a flew
things straight.
I realize the play is an historical and fictional account
of Henry's life, but I am afraid

viewers will take it as gospel
(which usually happens). This
idea was strengthened when I
heard a girl behind me at the
play say. "I'm glad I saw Hie
play because I didn't know
that much about Patrick
Henry's life. Well I will attest
to her she still hasn't.
Patrick Henry was one of
(Continued on Page 10)

JOIN THE ROTUND

FJ

The opinions expressed in
The Rotunds are not
necessarily
those
of
Longwood College, its
students, staff, administration or trustees. Columns,
letters, and cartoons represent the view of their author.
Unsigned editorials represent
Issues that may be of Interest
to the Longwood community.
All letters to the Editor
must be typed or printed
neatly, state the author's
years, and major as
applicable.
Any contributions should
be addressed to The Rotunda, Box 1133. Deadline for
articles If 4:00 p.m. Friday
prior to the Tuesday publication date and these should
be placed In the envelope on
the Publication door in
Lankford. Letters, personals,
etc. are due on the office
door by midnight Sunday.
Published weekly since
1920 by the students of
Longwood College, The
Rotunda la an American
Scholastic Press Association
award winning newspaper.
Questions or comments
should be directed to our
main office at Box 1133 or
(804) 392-7817.
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Study Hard For Your Exams
.MI NAT T
FALL 1988
Night classes will take
regularly scheduled
Wednesday evening cla
December 7, 7-10 p.m.

tion
n

Students having three examination
linations during a s
works out the arrangements with the student.
O
m

V-

take one
The inst

N8884280
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7
EXAM DAY/DATE
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8

READING DAY
9-12
ENGLISH 051,
100, 101 &
CONFLICTS

Wednesday Night Examj
2-5

7-10

T/R
8:30

T/R
9:55

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9

M/W/F
8:30

MA

M/W/F
9:30

SATURDAY,DECEMBER 10

M/W/F
11:30

T/R
3:55

T/R
11:20

MONDAY, DECEMBER 12

M/W/F
10:30

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13

T/R
2:30

M/V
4:30 &
MAKEUP

.. .And Then Have A
Great Holiday Season
*

nr\
-%r

P

MfML

'M
V

.;■:•■*!

tfS

K.V

^■^»"^""»"^"

lanua
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Personals
eth

Th'

id Amy
>od luck w/exams!
hard! Don't

are
foi

.ill!

Anne B. V,

our Roomie & Suite

' Hope it
in

Love ya. Chris

•n Form

Ms. Harbour
Attestations and
ire two words I shall
nev
i Auditing student

best
fri<

od luck with Rush
- Bit

hn W. .

Jerrj

Ma

member

ing

Hawkmo

. who 1 am II!
I love you i
..it til tl

Matt

Kim. Robin. J

rtyl

;ile boti

i Pal
of Champ

!1 your Beth and Rond
a
As I travel down those
.lie
is I'll think oi
He in. whenever I see a
or a Greenpea
Ronda. everytlme I pass a
shoi
U or have to
a Sped!
e always be with
Irl,
MISS/'
iono

M

Ju

You make me
I

;,-,-

| .

mi

II.

ler — Try
It is
|obl
A few

for being
•aturd

I when
r "Who's th
the middle of the night!
I Kick next
er.
See ya - B
To 11
infused, lonely and
hed for yet another
Istmas.
I await you - James

Ces and Tim
..inks to all ol
G<
i laity
night. Though
.

[] of you!

luck on

Buffalo
urry 412

ih C — Are you doing
ior book? — Broti

Chickan Boa
Al Midnight
Woka up Music

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Something To
Wok. Up To
Finally Music
Dma Schiano

Curious Gaorga s
loonay Tun.,
(Wok.up
Music)

Tha Morning Mi«
With Julas

Th. Madiona
Show II
IMUIK With A
Kick)
Poul Patty

Rhythm 4 Soul
Tamaro Brown

46 PM

Almost I MfQ
Moot)
louro Trolo B
Amy Church

Anything But
lop 40
(60* 70s 80.)
Jok. Ravonay I
Ravin Sa>ton

ThaRBS
Sassion Music
Joal Woganar S
JohnFo.

6
8 PM

N«W Mull!

My Show
Prograssiva
Chrittina Monn

"Wa'ra Not
Blond.
Schno Music
Nicola Elliott B
Jan Fitjhorns

Scott • Almost
Navar Gaorga
Prograssiva
Scott Flood I
Gaorga Schuli

Prograssiva
Raggoa
(Chorlas lindouar
HughColdar)

7
4 PM

8
10 PM

10
12 PM

(Jim long)

' Von.ty
I (Monan Mortm

Morimbo In Your
Mind
Hoppin Tunas
(Tim Shandon)

This is an invitation to
education majors, both
elementary and secondary
levels. Kappa Delta PI will be
inducting new members into
this Honor Society
in
December. 1987.
Membership is open to
sophomores. Juniors, and
seniors who will have
completed 50 credit hours by
the end of this semester. You
must have an overall G.P.A.
of 3.0 to be accepted.
Support your profession
and join your fellow
educators in the commitment
to excellence in education.
For further Information
contact Rebekah Ferguson,
Kim Keatts. Lauri Labyak, or
Dr. Simmons. There will be
an interest meeting o n
November 28. 1988 at 12:30 In
the Library Science Room of
Lancaster Library.

"The Voice
of Longwood"

WLCX 9 0 .1 FM
392-9 380
MONDAY

Sounds CM
Tha 60s
Cathy Gaughron

Monday s Music
Is
Isroal Groulou

Santa Claus presides over the Christmas parade from
his snow covered chimney.

"•MM
Nicola
Lonninghom

FRIDAY

Tha 68 and
IOU I Show
(Rock)
lawis Vossar

Mago Matol
(Mich Mummar)

NawWova
Eric Soundars

Alt.rnoon Music
Isroal Groulou

Four Stor
Rodio
Rock n Roll
Molt Fl.tchar

Violant PuH
Vintoga
Jim Wood

Marb s Cool
Jon With
Mallo Xiros
Horron Falls

Groovy
60. «
70s Rock
Jonica Johnson

Rock Block Hour
(Rock S Roll)
Andy Whaalar

Ecclactic Hour
(Rock. Jan)
Elua Boron

Xylophonas

Tha IN A
Show

Voriaty
JaH Symonski

Ann Low,on B
Tan Acors

Rock Block Hour
Rock n Roll
Andy Whaalar

Music'
Rock N Roll
Don Stona

Flubburb B

Raol
Prograssiva Rock
(Scott Mclnfyra)

A) Have the Housing Office
assign you a new student.
B) Have a current student
move In with you.

C) Move to another room.
All room changes must be
completed (including proper
check-out) before leaving for
Christmas break. Failure to
do so or failure to notify the
Housing Office before moving
will result in a $50 fine levied
against the damage deposit.
•••

If a vacancy exists in your
room after 5:00 p.m. on
Friday. December 9. 1988. the
Housing Office reserves the
right to assign a student to
that space.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

Tha Madicina
Show' Music
Poul P.lty

Rosto Vibrations
••goo.!
Jon Drum

Oh So Zoso
Clossic Rock
And H Matol
Ivo Sumo

SATURDAY

If you are planning to
return for the
spring
semester, but your roommate
is not. you too need to contact
the Housing Office by Friday,
December 9. 1988, so that
arrangements can be made for
a new roommate.
You will have three options
to choose from:

Wholavar
Rock B Pop
(jaHCaa)

TERRAS
BAKERY
• CHRISTMAS COOKIES • BREADS
• PASTRIES

113 N. MAIN ST.. FARMVILLE. VA.
PHONE 804-392-8639

AFTERNOON SPECIALS: 1:30 - 2 PM
SUNDAY— Powflirr

MONDAY— On Trock

WIDNiSOAY — Mosfrcontrol

FBIDAY— Country Crossroods

i
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FEATURES
Exams
Are
Coming!
By AMYBAAR
Exams are approaching us
quickly and while some students are Joyous at the
prospect of Christmas vacation or a December Graduation, for most it may create
havoc in the average Longwood student.
There is no doubt that
exam time is a stressful period in a student's life. As repeated by Dr. Heineman. and
quoted from Dr. Boyer,
"Exams are a time to pull the
student up and look at their
roots." The student, however,
may not be ready to have his
parts inspected, and instead
of merely being "pulled up"
may feel as though he's being
pulled and pushed and
turned Inside out!
For the procrastinating
student, exams are terrifying.
Terrifying because there is
still half a semester of work to
do before he can take the

___

exam. This is the case where
the five papers are all researched, written, and typed
the day before the last day of
class. Even the student who
has stayed on top of things
throughout the entire
semester faces the turmoil of
restudying notes from day
one.
Basically, every student
has found an effective way to
study. If not, they won't be
here much longer. So . . .
study for those exams! But.
don't get so riled up that you
can't concentrate. Some
helpful hints are: Find
somewhere comfortable to
study - but not too
comfortable. A bed is a great
excuse to fall asleep! Also,
take a short break every hour.
Usually 10 to 15 minutes is
enough time. Get away from
your study spot. Walk to Par
Bil's or go chat with a friend.
Again, stay away from that
bed. If you are studying in the
dorm room, let roommates
know what type of atmosphere you need and respect
their need to study. Plan
study breaks with your
roommates so you can be on
the same schedule.

Nebraska Students Boo Governor
(CPS) - University of Nebraska-Lincoln students
shouldn't have booed two of
the state's leading politicians,
but student government officers shouldn't have apologized for it either. UNL dissidents have complained.
The students last week objected after apologies were
sent to Nebraska Governor
Kay Orr and Chancellor Martin Massengale. who had been
booed when they were Introduced as part of halftime activities during the Nebraska
vs. Oklahoma State University game on October 15.
At an open forum, students
and a few campus officers
criticized the Association of
Students of University of Nebraska (ASUN) for sending
the letters without asking for
student input first.
There is no reason for you
guys to say you represent the
student body when you don't
ask the students,*' charged
Gifford Holmguist, a sophomore in industrial engineering.
But ASUN politicians have

been "beating their heads
against a brick wall" to get
students to participate in any
event, much less the decision
to send an apology, student
Vice President Kim Beavers
replied.
The booing apparently reflected disappointment with
Massengale's decision not to
let cable TV sports channel
ESPN telecast the homecoming game.
Telecasting the game would
have meant moving the kickoff to 6 p.m. to permit ESPN
to broadcast the game In the
East in prime time, explained
campus spokesman Bob
Bruce.
He reports the decision was
not popular, especially off
campus.
"We'd had a committee
working since last April on
homecoming activities. We
felt it would be unfair to those
people to reschedule or condense events, so we said no to
the telecast." said Bruce.
He believed the incident
was "over and done," especially since Orr won a stand-

^«^^Jr«fe

i_

°"' ™ K,CKw our ^t,

ing ovation at a student ban
quet last week and no one
"said boo" when Massengale
refused to let ESPN televise a
Nov. 12 home game against
the University of Colorado.
"There is some feeling
among colleges and that some
schools are too willing to
move games for the convenience of the TV networks."
Bruce maintained. "Whenever
you move a game you affect
not only the kickoff, but
other activities: pre-game
luncheons, alumni activities.
There are a great many logistical shifts."
ASUN senators did not retract the letters of apology in
spite of the criticism they got
for sending them.
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(Continued from Page 10)
greek ambassadors. Judicial
board members, GEIST members, hall council members,
etc. It Is the ones that have
isolated themselves that I express my concern for. I truly
hope that as we prepare for
the "real" world that we get a
real understanding of It. I
hope that we grow not only
through knowledge attained
from books, but through the
maturity we have gained from
getting to know, understand
and ACCEPT people for who
they are and what unique
things they have to contribute!
A Well Rounded
Greek Individual

Rochette
t
Florist
A
;

A

I

ft

*.

»'s

"Have A Safe & Happy Holiday .

A
V
a
A

A

%

lOO SOUTH VIRGINIA STREET

FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA 23901

5
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392-4 154
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Rising Drinking
Problem
^VfTfTTfTTfTTTTTTTI

(CPS) - Student drinking
problems seem to be getting
worse, despite tough new antialcohol measures adopted on
many campuses, college student affairs administrators
from around the country say.
About 35 percent of the
administrators at 330 campuses nationwide said they
now deal with more alcohol
related problems than in the
past, the College Alcohol Survey conducted by two professors found.
The survey, taken every
three years by Prof. Angelo
Gadaleto of West Chester University in Pennsylvania and
Prof. David S. Anderson of
George Mason University in
Virginia, also found that almost seven of 10 campuses
now have some sort of "newstudent orientation" program
about alcohol abuse. In 1979.
none did.
Only about eight percent of
the campuses allowed campus
groups to advertise drinking
as the primary focus of an
event, down from 49 percent
in 1979.
Nevertheless. 48 percent of
the administrators reported
dealing with more cases of
students "drinking in uncontrolled situations." and 38
percent observed increases in

ryTTTT f^ t»f f tf iff ttff tt»fVf r»f V»* ITTVTTTTTrv •HfttfVW* rTTTI^ T*14HV4T»TI ^5

"abusive drinking" at their
schools. Fifty-eight percent
had more cases in which students had used fake identifications to buy alcohol before
they were 21 years of age.
Being only 45 minutes shy
of turning 21. moreover,
might qualify as a problem.
Police, for instance, arrested University of New
Haven junior Michael Luetjen
at 11:15 p.m.. Nov. 5 as he
drank at a restaurant just 45
minutes before he celebrated
his 21st birthday.
Luetjen was arrested when
police were making a routine
check of the restaurant.
"It's like being in the wrong
place at the wrong time,"
Luetjen said the next day. "I
told them. I'm going to be 21
In a few minutes.' But I guess
45 minutes is 45 minutes in
the eyes of the law."

Letters to the Editor
Continued
Dear Editor.
In reviewing the Desk
Service Evaluation Forms
filled out by the residents of
Curry Hall, we have noticed
that our services are often
unappreciated and that many
requests are being made of us
that are not our responsibility.
For example, the desk staff
persons are NOT responsible
for locking and unlocking the
front doors. The Night Hosts
are responsible for letting
people into the building until
2 a.m. on weekdays and 4 a.m.
on weekends. It is the
responsibility of Campus
Police to lock the doors at
night and let people into the
building after 2 or 4 a.m. It is
also the responsibility of
Campus Police to unlock the
front doors in the morning.
Also, as far as security goes in
Curry - We can only keep an
eye on the lobby to see who
goes in and out of the building
and the Night Hosts can only
make sure that the Campus
Police have properly locked
the doors and that the
windows are closed.

we have classes, studying, and
free time, so how are we
supposed to get any sleep if we
are up all night sitting the
desk, too? (For $4.35/hr. no
less). Once again we will say
that the building is in the
hands of Campus Police
during the hours that the desk
is closed.
We also are not at liberty to
give out individual room
phone numbers, nor do we
have access to them. The only
numbers we have are those
found in the phone book. We
also try to deliver all
messages when at all possible
even if it has to be delivered
by a roommate or friend. At
LEAST we deliver them. The
snide remarks and profanity
we receive over the intercom
system are enough, in some
cases to make clear messages
practically Impossible.
In some cases we may seem
rude or uncaring about such
matters as Loaner Keys. We
would appreciate it if
residents would understand
and respect the fact that if we
give keys out without an I.D..
we run the risk of losing our
Jobs.
For those people who
In closing, we would like to
believe that the office should
say
that we DO know how to
be open 24 hours a day, we
take
constructive criticism,
have but one question: Like
but
the
majority of comments
normal students that we are,
we received were not
constructive criticism, but
remarks about situations
which we are not responsible
for.
Lastly, to the person who
was trying to call an
ambulance from the front
desk, we would like to say
this: Our office phone is not
like your personal phone. In
order to call out you must dial
9, NOT 0. So. next time, go to a
pay phone and DIAL 911! (You
don't even need a quarter)
Julie Gllliam, Amy Bryant
and Amie Gardner

HENRY

$

BETWEEN LITTLE CAESARS AND SUBWAY.

20% OFF
EVERYTHING!
WEDNESDAY. DEC. 7. 1988; 7:55-11:55

(Continued from Page 6)
the most colorful men in our
history and his life was filled
with real drama and climatic
situations which could have
caught the attention of any
audience without having to
deveate so much from the
facts. As one of my disappointed friends who saw the
play stated, "I don't believe
Henry would be pleased If he
were alive to see the play."
Neither do I. Hopefully the
play will make people want to
read about the "Son of Thunder" and make him your hero
as he is mine.
Mark Couvillon

REFLECTS
(Continued from Page 6)
development program. Students are allowed to be
thrown into involvement and
In the process learn a very
important factor in life; how
to deal with people. I have
learned so much about people's ideas, values, backgrounds and beliefs. I've
learned about their hometowns, their friends, their
parents, but most of all about
how people are people. They
might have different backgrounds and beliefs, but that
is what makes them special.
So much can be learned from
sharing their experiences.
The one thing about Longwood that has disturbed me
are those Greeks who isolate
themselves to their fraternities and sororities. No. this is
NOT another letter attacking
Greeks! I myself am an initiated and active greek. I love
my greek life. It is very dear to
me. but it is only a portion of
my life. I have life beyond the
three letters that I wear on
my chest. I have Just as many
friends outside of my greek
life as in it. I feel that it is
very Important that I do. I am
also very active in campus
life. I receive a great deal of
satisfaction from all the
things I am involved with at
Longwood. Greek life is only
one. I see so often frowns
made at the mentioning of a
particular fraternity or
sorority as a whole. I hear
comments made all the time
about the reputation of a certain fraternity or sorority.
PLEASE! Lets all start looking at people for the individuals they are. I feel so sorry for
those Greeks who have spent
four years at Longwood and
have only attained and
shared with a small Isolated
greek group. They have surely
missed so much! What really
scares me is the fact that
those people, who frown upon
others who are not a member
of their elitist organization,
will soon be In the real world:
a world that doesn't know
what fraternity or sorority,
you belonged to in college. I
feel that so many will be lost
without their Greek letters
and what they denote as far
as status.
Well, so much for my reflections. Yes. I do relize that
many Greeks do involve
themselves outside of their
Greek life. Afterall. our current and past honor board
chairs are greek. We have
(Continued on Page 9)
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Lady Lancers
Post First Win
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Intramurals
This semester's events are
finally coming to a close. Although basketball and soccer
still continues, men's volleyball was won by the "Nut
rela s
were
won
b
y
X <»*
'Bolnkere •"
™e last two ofncials of ^
week are: Freshman. Alfred

Ann Callaham added 14 and
By ROXIE LOCKWOOD
r^.7 ln ,our m,nu«* °" Lancers faced the* Rams Sat
The Longwood women's 12 points to Longwood's tally.
UlC COun.
iirHav nlrrht
basketball team took a three- Rawdon and Salene Green
R
s
for
Bobb
game swing through South were both double-figure reCarolina last weekend, par- bounders with 15 and 10 to
Rutley is Just 11 points ?°"™t filSLfS 5**
ticipating in the Wofford their credit.
short of becoming the sWh g^S^SSSl ™J^5
In Thursday's loss LongTournament Friday and SatLongwood eager to top 1.000 MSSf' 5E?i~2
^ managed
urday after facing Converse wood took the lead from Con- points. The 6 4 forward now SJ^zR
verse
at
the
8:44
mark
on
a
College Thursday.
CAW22SE&,: POlcnoSmamnm5infStS6 Imail
?rat0 f**^»*S
Longwood was unable to Rawdon field goal. The score Monday night's home game Turnovers Inn all?/ i
? -^ed is a physics major
defend its 1987 Wofford Tour- see-sawed for the next with Fen-urn He is currently Voided LndinX^7 ,±2 fr°m Chester. New York. He
SrtwfS^^H u
SSS enJ°ys windsurfing. Danny is
nament title but took out its minute. Barnette scored at averaging 13.5 ppg.
^or
frustrations on an out- 7:36 to put the Lady Lancers
Jefferson is scoring 19.3 of Jr^aVni^ht afSS
? P"*8"*1 educatIon ™M
W S C \ fro
R*wHnn
.
,
^
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from
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Portsmouth
Portsmouth,
'
Virginia.
He
on
top.
59-58.
Rawdon
ppg
and
s
JoIned
oub
e
manned Central Wesleyan
enjoys
soccer,
baseball,
brought
Longwood
back
club 54-37 in the consolation
figures by Poppe at 11.6 and
r.««taJ«
HI.
Contain Him
fishing and hunting.
game Saturday. Longwood fell within two at 6:27. but that
Here's a recap of the seato Belmont Abbey 67-64 Friwas the beginning of the end &jSSBflK£ Jft^™^™?
son. This semester there were
day to land in the consolation for the Lady Lancers. LC could cent of his free throws (23^27). !£■ ^S ?„7he? H.^
round. Thursday, the Lady not find the range for four Jefferson and Holloway are ^Jfli £SLSSi?!! 5 over 200 teams and almost
Lancers received an unkind crucial minutes while the All- the teams top rebounded at SStf&S hapJSf We" 1700 participants in the intramural program, vs. last
o.y per game.
welcome to South Carolina Stars reeled off ten points.
aklng
,n
ears lo,als of ali
Barnette, in her first acfrom Converse, which won
T.t ,r Joe "
" yteams
»°st 150
(Lowe)
j Lu,,"*and close to 1200 par80-71. Longwood's record tion of the year, led Longwood
and Bobby (Dobson) played ticipants
with
23
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and
13
restands at 1-4.
super in defensing him."
racquetball courts
The
The outcome of the game bounds. Rawdon also scored
Longwood used a man and have been used extensively
against Central Wesleyan was 23 points and brought down
zone
trap as its main weapons Six ragrets have been re12 rebounds.
never much in doubt. The
against
the Rams. So effective placed this semester. Busiest
Dale Shavers, who scored
Lady Lancers dominated the
was
the
Lancer defense that hours have been from 4 p.m
27 points in Friday's win over
contest, scoring 15 points be
West
Chester
went nearly until closing,
Concordia. hit Just two field
fore CWC ever got on the
seven
minutes
without
scorThe walk program is still
goals, but both came at the
scoreboard. Sophomore foring a point at a key stage of continuing.
There
are
point in the second half when
ward Carmille Barnette
the
second
half.
John
Trayapproximately
40
walkers,
scored six of those 15 to give Longwood went ahead to stay.
scored at
iot some of whom have walked
Longwood a lead it never reLongwood solved the mys- the ame at 43 43 but the
up to 200 miles since
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until
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°
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>
remained
and
by
that
The aerobic fitness proHalf
Buries
Clippers.
foiled by the Lady Lancers,
Hicks and the result was a tlme the Lancers had a 51-43 grams will continue through
who stole 24 balls on the
Friday night, Longwood
hard-earned 64-58 victorj ^jg^
exams.
night.
managed just a 52-49 lead over the Rams in the final
.
,
Coming up in January:
over Concordia at halftime. A game of the two-day Central wcl1* thought we played very
vTrJtato
ta£CT£SC
;
but
particuiarly
defend
Women's
Wng Pong. :Men and
Barnette. named All- 13-4 run at the start of the
header
Saturdav
nieht
in
sively."
said
Luther.
"We
had
Women
s
Foul Shooting and
Tournament for the second second half gave Longwood a
nlght in
to
play
well
to
beat
a
fine
West
Innertube
Water Polo.
straight year, led the Lady 65-53 lead as LC burled the Lancer Hall.
Chester team. We kept them
Lancers with 17 points. 11 re- Clippers. Shavers scored eight
Longwood, 6-2 heading off-balance some by changing ■"" ynT] [7|7rt|Tc7 TMTT "*
bounds and eight steals. Se- points in the surge. For the
lull yUMLIrl rUll
nior captain Sandy Rawdon garnc the 6-3 Junior hit 10 of into a Monday night date defenses. On one series there j
INSTANT fUlFIll I •
chipped in ten boards and six 12 shots from the floor and 7- with Ferrum. emerged as the at the end. they did a good Job j
lone
two-game
winner
in
the
of
reversing
the
ball
and
got
■
_
"■•"""
UIIIOM 1
steals.
10 free throws while pulling
S art makln
doubleheader
after
scoring
a
the
shot
they
wanted.
Then
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^
8
"edit
pur |
LC's loss to Belmont Abbey down a team high 9 rebounds.
first round knockout of Con- Doug Poppe came out of .chases IMMEDIATELY! Me .
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SKI FOR CREDIT!

AT KILLINGTON, VERMONT

Perini's

DECEMBER 11-16, 1988

• Pizzas
• Pasta
• Salads
• Pork B-B-Q
• Daily Lunch Specials

DEADLINE: $40.00 non-refundable deposit by Nov. 30.
CONTACT: Rena Koesler, HPER DEPT. 392-9266.

I

• Sandwiches
• Tacos
• Stuffed Potatoes
• Ice Cream
• ABC-On

HIGH STREET, FARM VILLE, VA.
PHONE 392-5865

If you choose to register for PHED-106forl credit hour,
the cost will be: LESSONS $42.00; EQUIPMENT, $62.00.

Monday Night Football On WioWreen T.V.'
■•
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Mason Named
Player of the Week
Sophomore Tim Mason,
who won all three of his
matches last week for the
Longwood wrestling team,
has been named Longwood
College Player of the Week for
the period November 27-December 4. Player of the Week
Is chosen by the Longwood
sports Information office.
In the Davidson College
Duals. Mason beat Hosea
Hampton of Wtlkes 11-3. Greg
Wall of Davidson 9-3 and
Andy Kems of The Citadel 127.
Tim had an excellent week
on the mat." said coach Steve
Nelson. "He performed well at
Davidson against tough
competition.
He
has
improved a lot since last
year."
Mason, now 6-3 overall
this season, is unbeaten in
dual match competition at 40. He was 12-20-2 last season.
A graduate of Courtland
High in Fredericksburg. Mason finished with honors. A
physical education major at
Longwood. he plans to teach
and coach wrestling.

WINTER PLAYER OF THE
WEEK AWARD WINNERS

November 13-20. Greg Holloway - Men's Basketball;
November 20-27, Kevin Jefferson - Men's Basketball;
November 27-December 4,
Tim Mason - Wrestling.

Four
Booters
On
All-South
Atlantic
Team
Longwood's soccer team,
which had a 15-4-2 record and
17th place national ranking
in Division II. has landed
four players on the All-South
Region team, announced last
week and voted by NCAA II
and NAIA coaches in Virginia
and West Virginia.

Repeat choices for the
Lancers Include Junior John
Barone. named for the third
straight year, and All-American forward Ray Jones, chosen for the second year.
Longwood freshman goalkeeper Steve Thompson and
Junior Mike Edge were also
chosen to the 11-man team.
Barone, Edge, Jones and
Thompson had previously
been named to the Virginia
Intercollegiate Soccer
Association and VISA AllEastern Division team which
were announced recently.
Barone, a Lancer co-captaln, had four assists and two
goals, while Edge recorded
eight goals and one assist.
Jones had another banner
year before suffering a knee
injury at the end of the season. The sophomore accumulated 21 goals and 18 assists
in leading.
Thompson had a goalsagainst-average of 1.06 and
five shutouts in his rookie
year.
The complete All-South
Atlantic Region team is listed
below.

1988
ALL-SOUTH ATLANTIC
Goalkeeper: Steve Thompson - Longwood
Backs: Lionel Heaven
Charleston, Mike Edge
Longwood, Lester Parrls
West Virginia Wesleyan
Midfielders: John Davies
Alderson-Broaddus, Torgen
Gustafson - West Virginia
Wesleyan. John Barone Longwood
Forwards: Ray Jones Longwood, Paul Young - West
Virginia Wesleyan, Phil
O'Hare - Charleston. Frank
Alphonso - Alderson-Broaddus
Alison Walek has been
perfect from the line so far
this year, shooting ten of ten.

cats 46 0. but falling to The
Citadel 20-14 and Wilkes (PA)
Community College 23-9.
Coach Steve Nelson's
squad will take a 1-3 record
into a three-team match at
George Mason Tuesday.
Longwood will face GMU and
Gallaudet. starting at 5:30 in
its final first quarter action.
'We were very competitive
last weekend," said Nelson.
who is pleased with the hustle
and determination of his
young team. "If Just a few
close matches had gone the
other way, we could have
gotten three wins."
It was strictly no contest
Friday when Longwood faced
host Davidson. Lancer winners were Kevin Haller at 118
by forfeit. Eion Kelley at 126
by a technical fall 18-3. Joe
McDaniel at 134 by 4-1. Mark
Harris at 142 by 14-2, Andy
Mautner by forfeit. Ted Proctor at 158 by 11-4. Kevin McSherry at 167 by pin. Tim
Mason at 177 by 9-3. Brent
Newell at 190 by 6-5 and Doug
Longwood's wrestling team Hartley at heavyweight by
won one of three matches in Pln- '
the Davidson College Duals
last weekend in North Carolina, beating the host Wlld-

Grapplers
Beat
Davidson

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

i

$2750.00

.
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YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE
RUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC offers qualified students twoand three-year scholarships that pay for full
tuition and required educational fees
and provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant
each school year the scholarship is in effect.
So find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE Y0C CAN TAKE.
CONTACT CPT DEWITT 392-9259/9348 FOR MORE DETAILS

